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QUESTION 1

An Alexa Skill Builder has created a taxi hiring skill. The skill needs to find out when the customer wants a taxi, where
the customer is traveling from, and where the customer wants to go. The Builder is currently asking each question
individually, in the following order: 

"Where do you want to take a taxi from" "Where do you want to take a taxi to" "When do you need a taxi" 

To ensure the voice interaction is flexible, how should this information be gathered regardless of the order in which the
user provides it? 

A. Use a single intent and slot. Inspect the incoming slot value and categorize then response, then prompt for the
remaining information. 

B. Create an intent for each question and include slots for each piece of information on every intent 

C. Create three intents with one slot each. Use Dialog.ElicitSlot to fill the slots. 

D. Create a single intent with three slots. Use the Dialog.Delegate directive to fill the slots. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a skill that enables users to purchase train tickets. The Builder wants to give users
the ability to modify the departure time if they are misunderstood, before the skill proceeds to purchase the tickets. 

Which option should be used to implement this functionality within the session? 

A. Implement AMAZON.FallbackIntent so the user can stop the execution when they have been 

misunderstood. 

B. Implement AMAZON.StopIntent so the user can stop the execution and implement reprompt with a new invocation of
the skill. 

C. Implement AMAZON.CancelIntent so the user can cancel the order, then set shouldEndSession to false, and prompt
the user for the next action. 

D. Implement the welcome message, providing clear instructions to the user describing how to format an order. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An Alexa Skill Builder has published a skill to the Alexa Skills Store, but soon after realizes that Amazon Alexa is saying
an incorrect word in one of the responses. 

What is the recommended method for the Builder to correct this issue? 

A. Correct the response in a new endpoint, and after updating the In Development version of the skill, redeploy it. 
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B. Access the In Development version of the skill, alter the intent that was causing the incorrect word, then resubmit the
skill for certification. 

C. Edit the response in a new endpoint, and after updating the In Development version of the skill, resubmit it for
certification. 

D. Correct the response in the existing endpoint of the Live version of the skill, then redeploy it. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder is building an interactive storytelling skill where the user can choose their own path through the
story. The Builder wants Amazon Alexa to narrate the story and use custom audio for the dialogue for each character,
along with various sound effects. 

How can these requirements be met? 

A. Record custom audio for each segment of the story, then stream audio files stored on Amazon S3 using the
AudioPlayer interface for each segment of the story. 

B. Develop each response as text, and let Alexa speak each part differently using SSML markup for to alter the Alexa
voice for each character. 

C. Record custom audio for each character voice and the sound effects in the story, then include the custom audio
using SSML markup in the response. 

D. Record the entire story as custom audio and stream the audio stored on Amazon S3 using the AudioPlayer
interface. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/audioplayer-interfacereference.html 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder needs to have knowledge of the previous prompt that was presented to the user in order to give
context to the user\\'s response. 

How can the Builder accomplish this? 

A. Find the corresponding prompt using the list events feature 

B. Store a reference to the prompt used as a session attribute 

C. Call the Intent Request History API to identify which prompt was used. 

D. Parse the context object from the skill request. 

Correct Answer: C 
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